of section 4 of the Act of March 5, 1938 (sec. 11–804(a), District of Columbia Code, 1951 edition), is amended by striking "$50" and inserting in lieu thereof "$150".

Approved September 6, 1961.

Public Law 87-204

AN ACT

To provide for the conveyance of certain real property of the United States situated in Hawaii to the State of Hawaii.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Navy shall convey, without monetary consideration therefor, to the State of Hawaii, all right, title and interest of the United States in and to the real property described in section 2 of this Act.

Sec. 2. The real property referred to in the first section of this Act comprises a total of 33.289 acres, more or less, and is more particularly described as set forth in the following descriptions numbered 1 and 2:

DESCRIPTION NUMBERED 1

Military Road (commonly called Salt Lake Boulevard) being 100 feet wide right-of-way and comprised of parcels A through G, for a total area of 29.980 acres and described as follows:

PARCEL A—LAND SITUATE AT HALAWA, EWA, OAHU, HAWAII

Being a portion of Royal Patent Numbered 6717, land commission awards numbered 7712 and 8516-B to M. Kekuanaoa and Kamaikui.

Being a portion of the land acquired by the United States of America described as parcel B in the declaration of taking filed in Civil Action Numbered 535 in the United States District Court for the District of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Beginning at the northwest corner of this piece of land on the southerly side of Aiea Naval Hospital Access Road, the coordinates of which referred to Government survey triangulation station "Salt Lake", being 3,345.45 feet north and 8,160.33 feet west, and running by azimuths measured clockwise from true south: along the southerly side of Aiea Naval Hospital Access Road on a curve to the right with a radius of 2,834.79 feet, the chord azimuth and distance being:

1. 245 degrees 47 minutes 14 seconds 161.88 feet, thence along remainder of land commission awards numbered 7712 and 8516-B to M. Kekuanaoa and Kamaikui on a curve to the left with a radius of 30 feet, the chord azimuth and distance being:

2. 22 degrees 53 minutes 42 seconds 42.08 feet;

3. 338 degrees 22 minutes 488.50 feet along remainder of land commission awards numbered 7712 and 8516-B to M. Kekuanaoa and Kamaikui;

4. 39 degrees 42 minutes 93.79 feet along same; along United States Naval Reservation (Civil Numbered 684);

5. 5 degrees 03 minutes 30 seconds 46.56 feet along same;

6. 160 degrees 27 minutes 88.47 feet along remainder of land commission awards numbered 7712 and 8516-B to M. Kekuanaoa and Kamaikui;

7. 158 degrees 22 minutes 479.47 feet along same, thence along same on a curve to the left with a radius of 30 feet, the chord azimuth and distance being:

8. 111 degrees 15 minutes 32 seconds 43.96 feet to the point of beginning and containing an area of 55,093 square feet or 1.265 acres, as shown on 14ND real estate drawing numbered SK–880.
PARCEL B—LAND SITUATE AT HALAWA, EWA, OAHU, HAWAII

Being a portion of Royal Patent Numbered 6717, land commission awards numbered 7712 and 8516-B to M. Kekuanaoa and Kamaikui.


Beginning at the south corner of this piece of land being also the northwest corner of lot numbered 30 as shown on map 14 of land court application numbered 966, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to Government survey triangulation station "Salt Lake", being 1,370.44 feet north and 7,404.36 feet west, and thence running by azimuths measured clockwise from true south:

1. 160 degrees 27 minutes 1,515.96 feet along the remainder of Royal Patent Numbered 6717, land commission awards numbered 7712 and 8516-B to M. Kekuanaoa and Kamaikui;
2. 185 degrees 03 minutes 30 seconds 46.56 feet along same, along United States Naval Reservation (Civil Numbered 535);
3. 219 degrees 42 minutes 93.79 feet along same;
4. 340 degrees 27 minutes 1,392.56 feet along the remainder of Royal Patent Numbered 6717, land court awards numbered 7712 and 8516-B to M. Kekuanaoa and Kamaikui, to the north corner of lot numbered 30 of land court application numbered 966;
5. 357 degrees 25 minutes 56.30 feet along lot numbered 30 of land court application numbered 966;
6. 345 degrees 10 minutes 168 feet along same;
7. 76 degrees 40 minutes 70.16 feet along same to the point of beginning and containing an area of 3.523 acres.

PARCEL C—LAND SITUATE AT HALAWA, EWA, OAHU, HAWAII

Being the land acquired by the United States of America and described as parcel B in the declaration of taking filed in Civil Action Numbered 684 in the United States District Court for the District of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Being lot numbered 30 containing 7.778 acres as shown on map numbered 14, filed in the Land Court of the State of Hawaii in land court application numbered 966, and being a portion of the land described in land court certificate of title numbered 36,746.

PARCEL D—LAND SITUATE AT HALAWA, EWA, OAHU, HAWAII

Being a portion of Royal Patent Numbered 6717, land court awards numbered 7712 and 8516-B to M. Kekuanaoa and Kamaikui, being a portion of exclusion numbered 5 shown on map numbered 1 of land court application numbered 966.

Being a portion of lot "E" of the former Makalapa Military Reservation acquired by the United States of America in civil action numbered 87, filed in the United States District Court for the District of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Beginning at the southeast corner of this piece of land at a point on the easterly boundary of lot numbered 30 as shown on map numbered 14 of land court application numbered 966, being also the south boundary of exclusion numbered 5 of land court application numbered 966 the coordinates of which referred to Government survey triangulation station "Salt Lake", being 208.67 feet north and 6,536.58
feet west, and running by azimuths measured clockwise from true south:

1. 84 degrees 05 minutes 30 seconds 5.19 feet along portion of lot numbered 30 of land court application numbered 966;
2. 174 degrees 50 minutes 30 seconds 28.24 feet along same, thence along the remainder of exclusion numbered 5 of land court application numbered 966, on a curve to the right with a radius of 2,914.93 feet the chord azimuth and distance being:
3. 344 degrees 26 minutes 03.5 seconds 28.64 feet to the point of beginning and containing an area of 0.002 acre.

PARCEL E—LAND SITUATE AT HALAWA, EWA, OAHU, HAWAII

Being a portion of Royal Patent Numbered 6717, land court awards numbered 7712 and 8516-B to M. Kekuanaoa and Kamaikui, being a portion of exclusion numbered 9 shown on map numbered 1 of land court application numbered 966.

Being a portion of lot numbered 3 of the former Aliamanu Military Reservation acquired by the United States of America in Civil Action Numbered 87 filed in the United States District Court for the District of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Beginning at the south corner of this piece of land being the northwest corner of lot numbered 33 as shown on map numbered 14 of land court application numbered 966, the coordinates of which referred to Government survey triangulation station "Salt Lake", being 1,904.94 feet south and 6,408.66 feet west, and running by azimuths measured clockwise from true south:

1. 165 degrees 54 minutes 50 seconds 80.57 feet along the remainder of exclusion numbered 9, land court application numbered 966;
2. 249 degrees 43 minutes 30 seconds 100.59 feet along lot numbered 30 of land court application numbered 966;
3. 345 degrees 54 minutes 50 seconds 80.99 feet along the remainder of exclusion numbered 9, land court application numbered 966;
4. 69 degrees 58 minutes 100.54 feet along lot numbered 33 of land court application numbered 966 to the point of beginning and containing an area of 0.185 acre.

PARCEL F—LAND SITUATE AT HALAWA, EWA, OAHU, HAWAII

Being the land acquired by the United States of America and described as parcel E in the declaration of taking filed in Civil Action Numbered 684 in the United States District Court for the District of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Being lot numbered 33, containing 1.654 acres, as shown on map numbered 14 filed in the Land Court of the State of Hawaii in land court application numbered 966 and being a portion of the land described in land court certificate of title numbered 36,746.

PARCEL G—LAND SITUATE AT MOANALUA, HONOLULU, OAHU, HAWAII

Being the land acquired by the United States of America and being a portion of the land described as parcel D-15 in the declaration of taking filed in civil action numbered 684 in the United States District Court for the District of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Being lot numbered 38-A, containing 15.573 acres, as shown on map numbered 129 filed in the Land Court of the State of Hawaii in land court application numbered 1074 and being a portion of the land described in land court certificate of title numbered 33,083.
DESCRIPTION NUMBERED 2

MILITARY ROAD (SALT LAKE BOULEVARD) EXTENSION—LAND SITUATE AT MOANALUA, HONOLULU, OAHU, HAWAII

Being a part of the several pieces of lands required for and being within 100 feet wide right-of-way and being the land shown on the maps hereinafter referred to by number filed in the Land Court of the State of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, in land court application numbered 1074 and being a portion of the land described in land court certificate of title numbered 88,092. Being a portion of the land acquired by the United States of America described as parcel D-6 in the declaration of taking filed in civil action numbered 525 in the United States District Court for the District of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Being lot numbered 45-B-2, containing 20,076 square feet (0.461 acre), lot numbered 45-B-3, containing 99,239 square feet (2.278 acres), and lot numbered J-9-B, containing 895 square feet (0.020 acre), all as shown on map numbered 129; lot numbered J-8, containing 0.279 acre (12,155 square feet) as shown on map numbered 74, and that certain parcel of land, being a portion of parcel D-6 acquired as aforesaid and being also a portion of parcel D-14 described in the declaration of taking filed in civil action numbered 548, to be designated lot numbered 45-A-2, in the subdivision of lot numbered 45-A as shown on map numbered 128, and containing 11,814 square feet (0.271 acre), more or less.

Total area: 3.309 acres.

SEC. 3. In making the conveyance authorized by this Act, the Secretary of the Navy shall reserve and except therefrom on behalf of the United States, easement interests of existing rights-of-way for utility and communication lines owned by the United States and the conveyance shall be made subject to such additional terms, conditions, and reservations as the Secretary of the Navy shall determine to be in the public interest.

Approved September 6, 1961.

Public Law 87-205

September 6, 1961

[75 STAT.]

AN ACT

To authorize the use of funds arising from a judgment in favor of the Potawatomi Nation of Indians, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the funds on deposit in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the Potawatomi Nation of Indians that were appropriated by the Act of September 8, 1960 (74 Stat. 880), to pay a judgment by the Indian Claims Commission dated February 26, 1959, and the interest thereon, be divided on the basis of 780/2,180ths to the Prairie Band of Potawatomi Indians of Kansas, and 1,400/2,180ths to the Citizen Band of Potawatomi Indians of Oklahoma, and the funds so divided, including the interest accruing thereon, after payment of attorney fees and expenses, may be advanced or expended for any purpose that is authorized by the respective tribal governing bodies and approved by the Secretary of the Interior. Any part of such funds that may be distributed per capita to the members of the bands shall not be subject to Federal or State income tax.

Approved September 6, 1961.